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“yBook” is a lightweight eBook reader for Windows that lets you get e-books on
your PC. yBook is a free software for reading books and magazines on your PC. It
is an open source project derived from RAR. The idea behind yBook is to create a
reader for e-books which reads the EPUB format, and also seems to look like a
native EPUB reader. Additionally, yBook provides several other features, such as
offline reading, bookmarks, visual bookmarks, page layout customization, search
and indexing. Key Features: It is an open source software based on RAR. The
software has an easy to use interface that can be customized to your needs. It is
compatible with the most common e-book formats. It supports HTML-5 and CSS 3
for its reading interface. It supports the zipped document format. It provides an
offline feature so that the software can save your book without your internet
connection. Can support a wide range of font formats including HTML 4, CSS 2. It
supports various page layouts such as landscape, portrait or even dual pages side by
side. You can customize the font, margin size and line spacing etc. You can add line
numbers and you can easily add or remove the line numbers. It has a powerful text
wrap feature that enables you to customize the texts. It supports a wide range of
background patterns and you can select a different background for each page of the
document. Support a wide range of reading languages including English, French,
German, Spanish, Italian, Portuguese, Polish, Czech, Russian, Japanese, Korean,
Chinese, Thai, Vietnamese and so on. Supported e-book formats include PRC,
EPUB, PDF, Mobi (Kindle), HTML, YXZ, TXT, OEB, ODF and YBZ. E-books
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can be categorized into four fields, namely TOC, EPUB, link and PDB. It is an
award-winning software and as of now it has received more than 100 awards.
“yBook” is a free software for reading books and magazines on your PC. It is an
open source project derived from RAR. The idea behind yBook is to create a reader
for e-books which reads the EPUB format, and also seems to look like a native
EPUB reader. Additionally, yBook provides several other features, such as offline
reading,

YBook Crack License Key Full

yBook is a free light tool that comes with an easy to use interface. The software is
compatible with a wide range of files, such as EPUB, YBZIP, ZIP, OEB, PRC,
PDB, YBRTF, YBHTM, YBTXT, TXT, RTF and HTML. The books can be
displayed in two different ways – either as a single page or in a side-by-side format,
similar to the traditional books. Additionally the way the paragraphs look can be
customized. Thus, you can choose a format, adjust the margin size and add an extra
line between paragraphs, justify the text or replace underscores to italics. Font
modifications can also be made. You can pick any of the available font styles after
checking the preview. Furthermore, you can define the colors, choose a background
texture, define the width of the borders and adjust the turn delay. Line spacing can
also be set as a percentage of the line height. From the “Settings”, you can disable
the location indicator and hide the desktop when the app is active. Furthermore, this
is where you can alter the settings in order to display the program in single page
mode. From the menu bar, placed at the bottom of the interface, the font size can be
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increased or decreased. Also, you can find a shortcut to the font changing menu. A
page navigator is also place here. You can load files from your computer or from
various URLs. yBook further lets you download Gutenberg titles, complete with
index. All in all, yBook is a useful app that you can use to read your e-book files.
The software is easy-to-use, so inexperienced users should have no problems finding
out what the program has to offer. PROS: CONS: Summary: Download Count:
Price: yBook2 is a freeware tool that can quickly open eBooks from your computer
or from various URL URLs. It can not only open eBooks, but it can be used to view
them as well. yBook2 is compatible with a wide range of file formats, such as
EPUB, YBZIP, ZIP, OEB, PRC, PDB, YBRTF, YBHTM, YBTXT, TXT, RTF and
HTML. Books can be viewed and displayed in a few different ways. A side-by-side
format is 09e8f5149f
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yBook can convert any eBook into any format you require. From.ps,.epub and.mobi,
yBook can convert a wide range of eBooks to any and all formats you may require.
In addition to converting your existing.EPUB,.MRB,.MOBI,.AZW3,.PRC,.PDB
and.YBRT3 files, yBook is a complete eBook builder. It has integrated eBook
editors to allow you to modify the text, fix and add links and to include all your
metadata. This gives you full control over your eBook. Simply drag and drop the
files into yBook and you will be given your own library with all the files right at
your fingertips. If you have ever had a problem opening a file, changing an eBook
for example, yBook can now make it a breeze. With the help of PDF converters,
eReader support and conversion by BabelMobi, yBook is the complete solution for
all your eBook needs. It also has an extensive help and support team available 24
hours a day, 365 days a year. yBook also supports the right to left languages and you
can set the direction of text using the “Style” menu. Full functionality is also
available for those using the VoiceOver software, along with text enlargement
support. The features are endless and can be turned on or off depending on how
advanced you want your conversions to be. In addition to the conversion of eBooks
to HTML, CSS, KML, LIT, LBI, MSG, HTML, CSV, TXT, EPUB, Kindle, AZW3,
PDF, PHOTOS, XHTML and TXT, yBook also supports ODT, PDB, RTF and K3E
files. As well as the default syntax file, there is an extensive and detailed code,
which includes a language dictionary, roman to Arabic, HTML, CSS and Visual
Basic. In addition there is an archive of FAQs and videos. For those using.JPG,.GIF
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or.PNG files, yBook will allow the resolution to be changed and the colors to be
adjusted for the best possible results. Additionally, there are options to customise
the margins, change the appearance of the default icons, include custom menus and
a library editor to help you manage your files. Full technical support is available for
all your needs. This also includes the free version and for those who require a

What's New in the?

yBook is a light tool that comes with an easy to use interface. The software is
compatible with a wide range of files, such as EPUB, YBZIP, ZIP, OEB, PRC,
PDB, YBRTF, YBHTM, YBTXT, TXT, RTF and HTML. The books can be
displayed in two different ways – either as a single page or in a side-by-side format,
similar to the traditional books. Additionally the way the paragraphs look can be
customized. Thus, you can choose a format, adjust the margin size and add an extra
line between paragraphs, justify the text or replace underscores to italics. Font
modifications can also be made. You can pick any of the available font styles after
checking the preview. Furthermore, you can define the colors, choose a background
texture, define the width of the borders and adjust the turn delay. Line spacing can
also be set as a percentage of the line height. From the “Settings”, you can disable
the location indicator and hide the desktop when the app is active. Furthermore, this
is where you can alter the settings in order to display the program in single page
mode. From the menu bar, placed at the bottom of the interface, the font size can be
increased or decreased. Also, you can find a shortcut to the font changing menu. A
page navigator is also place here. You can load files from your computer or from
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various URLs. yBook further lets you download Gutenberg titles, complete with
index. All in all, yBook is a useful app that you can use to read your e-book files.
The software is easy-to-use, so inexperienced users should have no problems finding
out what the program has to offer. Dropbox Dropbox is the online service that lets
you store your files in the cloud. First launched by the developers at Stanford
University and introduced to the general public in 2011, it is a multi-platform cloud
storage service for files, documents and folders. The main features of Dropbox
include: syncing files locally or across multiple devices, on-demand collaboration of
files, subscription storage for larger amount of data, automatic backup and recovery
of files. In order to access your Dropbox, you need to download the free app on
your smartphones, tablets and desktop computers. It is intuitive and straight-
forward, so you won’t need
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System Requirements For YBook:

Version 1.0.3 adds optional features that will require a small game update. If you are
currently in a game, you can perform an update by selecting "Update with Updates"
from the main menu. If you are not currently in a game, you can download the
update from the main page. Please note that an update is not currently available for
Windows XP. If you encounter any issues or have any questions, please contact us
via our contact page. update now Nathaniel Bilbrey
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